
Installing Technical Preview 2012 
In this post, I will show you how to install TP2012 and explore new features.  I am currently running 

TP2011.  Will complete the upgrade from the console. 

 

Below are the links to TP2012 documentation. 

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/configuration-manager-blog/view-updated-windows-10-

servicing-dashboard-in-configuration/ba-p/1990371 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/configmgr/core/get-started/2020/technical-preview-2012 

Just clicked check for updates and it is downloading TP2012 

 

 

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/configuration-manager-blog/view-updated-windows-10-servicing-dashboard-in-configuration/ba-p/1990371
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/configuration-manager-blog/view-updated-windows-10-servicing-dashboard-in-configuration/ba-p/1990371
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/configmgr/core/get-started/2020/technical-preview-2012


 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NEW FEATURES: 

Disable application deployments - Similar to software update deployments and phased deployments, 

you can now disable and re-enable application deployments. To immediately halt or pause an 

application deployment, disable it and use 'Client Notification' and 'Download Computer Policy' to 

update the policy on the devices. 

 

From the CMPivot UI, access the top CMPivot queries shared in the Community hub - Enable CMPivot 

users to gain access to a wider variety of pre-created CMPivot queries by leveraging those shared in the 

Community hub. 

 



Improved user experience and security when displaying Software Center custom tabs - Software 

Center can now leverage the Microsoft Edge WebView2 browser control for improved security and UI 

display. 

 

https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-edge/webview2/#download-section 

 

 

https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-edge/webview2/#download-section


 

 

OneTrace support for jump lists - OneTrace now supports jump lists for recently opened files. Jump lists 

let you jump quickly to previously opened files, letting you work faster. Jump list items work any time. 

Even if you haven't opened OneTrace, you right-click its Start menu or taskbar icon and jump to a 

recently opened file. You can also now find recently opened files under the File menu in addition to the 

existing Recently opened tab. 



 



Task sequence provides the end user with meaningful information when check readiness step fails - If 

a task sequence fails because the client does not meet requirements configured as part of the 'check 

readiness' task sequence step, the user can see more details about the failed prerequisites. 

 

Windows 10 Dashboard Revamp - Added Quality Update Version and Feature Update Version charts, 

and Latest Build Gauge Chart. 

 



Tenant Attach: Application details - When tenant attach is enabled, the applications pane in the 

Microsoft Endpoint Manager admin center will show an Error Description if the application status is 

Failed. 

 

Get console extensions from the Community hub - The Community hub now supports sharing 

extensions to the Configuration Manager console. When you get an extension from the hub, it's 

available in a new Console extensions node in the console. Getting an extension from the hub doesn't 

make it immediately available. First, an administrator has to approve the extension for the site. Then 

console users can install the extension to their local console. 

After you approve an extension, when you open the console, you'll see a console notification. From the 

notification, you can start the extension installer. After the installer completes, the console restarts 

automatically, and then you can use the extension. 

 

 

 



Console extension to show all status messages for a task sequence deployment - With this release, the 

Community hub includes one extension to help you test and use this feature: Show all status messages 

for a task sequence deployment. This extension is based on your UserVoice feedback. When you install 

this extension, it adds a right-click action to task sequence deployments to Show all status messages. 

 

This concludes TP 2012 install. 

Thanks 

Ram Lan 
16th Dec 2020 


